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Yun chujiu established a temporary contract with Niu Er. After the two black-horned bulls recovered, 

she rode on the back of the bull and continued to walk forward. This guy was much more confident now. 

She was not fighting alone. She already had two powerful fighters. If any Demon Beast dared to provoke 

her, she would kill it. An hour later, a level 26 berserk fire lion appeared in front of her. The berserk fire 

lion had originally smelled the scent of humans and left its nest. However, when it saw the scene in front 

of it, it was a little confused. What did it mean? These two wild bulls were subdued by this little girl? 

Was she joking? This little girl was only at the fifth level of the Spirit sect. How could she tame two wild 

bulls? Yun chujiu sat on the back of the bull and pointed at the raging fire lion with her finger. “Hey! You 

Little Cat! Quickly surrender and cooperate with me. Otherwise, I’ll let Niu Da and Niu er destroy you!” 

Yun Chujiu felt that this feeling was simply too great. No wonder teacher Qian said that if she learned 

the beast taming technique well, it would be very awesome. Now, even if she learned it half-heartedly, 

it would still be very impressive! The Raging Fire Lion had a dumbfounded expression. Are you blind or 

are you blind in the heart? I Am a lion, not a cat! Moreover, what the hell is Niu Daniu er? He couldn’t be 

referring to these two brute bulls, right? The berserk fire lion opened its big mouth and was happy. It 

was obvious that it was mocking the two black-horned brute bulls. The two black-horned brute bulls 

immediately became angry and wanted to start a war. “Calm down! Calm down! It’s just a kitten! I will 

talk to it first. Let’s first be polite before we fight.”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. The Raging Fire Lion 

curled its lips in disdain. Although it was of the same level as the black-horned violent bull, its attack 

power was stronger and it was also more agile. It was really not afraid of the two black-horned violent 

bulls. As for that little girl, she was not worth mentioning at all. “Little Kitten, although you don’t look 

weak, you don’t have any chance of winning. At most, you can only fight to a draw with Big Bull and the 

others. But there’s still me! “Do you think I’m a Weakling? “TSK tsk, actually, you’re not wrong to think 

so. Although I’m a weakling, the talisman in my hand is not a weakling. If you don’t believe me, I’ll show 

you.” After Yun Chujiu finished speaking, she took out a supreme-grade explosive talisman and threw it 

at a big rock. After a loud sound, the big rock was blown into pieces. The furious fire lion was so shocked 

that it took a step back involuntarily. Then, it felt that it was a little embarrassing. Therefore, in order to 

save its face, it roared in disdain. Yun chujiu looked at it and said, “Little Cat, do you think that a talisman 

like this is not powerful enough? What do you think of the sack?” Yun Chujiu threw the sack of talisman 

on the ground. The furious fire lion rolled its eyes and wanted to kick the sack of talisman away, yun 

chujiu said, “Even if you kick the sack of talismans away, I still have dozens of sacks in my storage ring!” 

In order to verify her words, Yun chujiu threw out several sacks of super-grade explosive talismans in 

one go. Not only the raging fire lion, but even the two black-horned raging bulls felt that they had 

suffered a serious impact. Damn, were all humans so abnormal now? Had the talismans become so 

worthless? Weren’t they all very precious in the past? Now they were all packed in gunny bags? Why did 

it feel like they weren’t stuffed with talismans but broken ones? Most importantly, how many Gunny 

Bags did you say? Dozens? The raging fire lion suddenly understood why the two bulls had given in. 

Damn it, if they didn’t give in, they would definitely be blown to pieces! 

 


